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§ 1.  The problem.

Let a system of A + 1 finite bodies be moving in a plane, subject to the new-

tonian law of attraction. Let the bodies be spheres, composed of homogeneous

concentric layers ; and let the mass of one of them, M, be large with respect to

the masses of the others, Mx, • ••, Mk. In other words, the distribution of

masses is such as is presented by the sun and any number of planets, or by a

planet and any number of satellites. For convenience in what follows, the

expression, planet and satellites, will be used, with the understanding that it

covers also sun and planets.

Among all the possible variations of the configuration of the system, are

there any which are periodic with an arbitrarily pre-assigned period, T; that

is, do there exist initial conditions (probably dependent upon T and the masses)

which result in periodic variations with the required period ? It is proposed to

discuss in this paper various cases in which periodic orbits of the A finite satel-

lites exist, to show an easy method of constructing the solutions, and finally to

make an application to the case of Jupiter's satellites I, II, and III. The fun-

damental method of analytical continuation of known orbits, due to- Poincaré,

is employed for the demonstrations of existence and convergence ; for the con-

struction, and elsewhere, certain variables and methods are used, which approxi-

mate to those employed by Professor Moulton in his lectures on the lunar thepry

and in his recent contribution to the problem of three bodies, f

Let quantities p, ßx, ■ ■ ■, ßk, be defined thus :

(1) Mßip = Mi (í-l,...,*),

where one of the /3's is to be selected arbitrarily. Let a system of integers

without common divisor, p., (i = 1, ••■, A — 1), and a number qk be selected

arbitrarily, save for one restriction mentioned below, and let the following defi-

* Presented to the Society April 14, 1906.    Received for publication February 26, 1907.

t A class of periodic solutions of the problem of three bodies with an application to the lunar theory,

Transactions of the American Mathematical Society, vol. 7 (1906), pp. 537-577.

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 1 1
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nitions be made :
2?r     ti.     tí. — n.

2 v = -= = -k=-±-—-* <-l,....*-X),

(3) n'aWJlf «=!,. ..,*),

where /c2 denotes the gravitational constant, and where, of the three values of a<

satisfying (3), that one is to be selected which is real. Also let the notation be

so selected that ax, ■ ■ •, ak are in ascending order of magnitude, the pi being so

selected that no two of the a. are equal.

If p, were zero—that is, if the satellites were "infinitesimal"—possible orbits

would be conic sections about the planet with ax, ■ ■ ■, ak as major semi-axes ;

from (3) it follows that the mean angular velocities would be nx, • • •, nk. It is

quite immaterial whether any of the n. are negative : the results obtained hold,

irrespective of retrograde motion of some of the bodies. In case all the eccen-

tricities were zero, the configuration of the system would undergo periodic varia-

tions with period T; for it follows from (2) that

2tt T
71.. — «,. Pi

or each synodic period is a sub-multiple of T. This condition being satisfied,!!1

the motion of the system would be periodic with respect to a line through M,

rotating with uniform angular velocity — that of Mk, or, indeed, that of any

other body,f M, — though whether or not the system ever returns to the same

position in space depends upon whether qk is rational or irrational.

[If, in some orbit, the eccentricity were not zero, then the necessary and suf-

ficient conditions for periodicity are that each sidereal period be a sub-multiple

of T, which requires that qk be an integer, but permits common divisors for the

pr    This case is not treated in this paper.]

In describing the periodic orbits mentioned, the infinitesimal satellites would

be subject to certain initial conditions ; that is, at the instant t = t0 the 2A

coordinates and their derivatives with respect to the time would have certain

* Poincarb, in dealing with three satellites [Méthodes Nouvelles de la Mécanique Céleste, vol.

1, pp. 154-6], with the apparent implication that his remarks apply equally to a larger number

of bodies, formulates the condition thus: Integers, a, ß, y, mutually prime exist, such that

a + /? + y = 0,        anx+ßn, + yn, = 0.

Evidently, in the case of three satellites, this condition is equivalent to (2), sinoe

(iij — n3)//3= (n, — »,)/(—a) ; but, for a greater number, it is not so. Thus, if n1 = 2i/2,

n, = 2, n,= j/2, and n¿=l, the integers 2, —2, —1, 1, satisfy a condition similar to Pora-

CABË's ; but periodioity is impossible.    A re-formulation, such as (2), is necessary.

tThe commensurability of «¡— n» (t=l, ••-, k — 1), evidently involves that of n4 —«y

(¿ = 1, •■-,] — l,j + l, • •-, fc). For from m — n* =p<»» and n; — m=pjv it follows that

ni— nj=(pi— pj)v.
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values, Cy(i = 1, •• -, A; j = 1, •••, 4). If the A finite satellites be subjected

to the same initial conditions, the mutual disturbances, in general, destroy

periodicity. But it is possible in various cases to vary the initial conditions

(that is, let the initial values be c.. + Ac,., where the Ac., are to be determined) so

as to preserve the periodicity.

§ 2.  The differential equations.

Let the common plane of motion of the A + 1 bodies be selected as the HII-

plane, the origin being at M, and M H and MH being rectangular axes which

rotate in the plane with a uniform angular velocity, N. Let the coordinates of

Mi referred to these axes be fi and vi ; then the differential equations of motion

are

(4)

(a) d^-2Nd^-N% + ̂ (M+Mf)^+^^Mj{^^ + l^,

where

»1-8+*!,   p'j^^-tr+^-vj

and Jfj means ££*, (j + i).

Except in proving a certain symmetry theorem, these coordinates are less con-

venient than polar coordinates referred to rotating reference lines. Besides (1),

(2) and (3), let the following definitions be made :

a.. = a./a},   vqi = ni (,-=i, ■•■, *),

(5) <y#-/v     sv = %îaii4 u+i).

vt = T, <PJi = (Pj-pi)T + ('*-j-\),

where the X. are arbitrary constants, later to be taken as the longitudes of the

Mi at the origin of time, for p = 0.    Let polar coordinates be introduced by

the equations

P. =¿r. cos m., Ti. = r. sin«.,

(6)
ri = a/x., ui = wi + p.T + \,

N being chosen equal to nk, so that to. is the longitude of Mi referred to a line

rotating with uniform speed n.    The differential equations become

(7) (a) Xiw'! + 2x\(w'i + qi) + p£' tyj sin (<p,. + Wj - wf) (~3 - -* ) = 0,
j \    j ij /
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(7) (b) <_aj(w:+aJ2 + ^+^>
i

+ ^'^[^+xijeoa(cbJi+wj.-wi)^-^=0,

where

«j°"l- = a\x\ + a)x) — 2aia.xixj cos (0,. + w. — wf),

and where the accents on the variables indicate derivatives with respect to t.

§ 3. Symmetry theorem.

Definition. A symmetrical conjunction occurs when all A satellites are in a

straight line through the planet, and are moving at right angles to the line.

Theorem. If a symmetrical conjunction occurs at an instant, t = t0, then

the orbit of each satellite before and after the conjunction is symmetrical, both

with regard to geometric equality of figures and with regard to intervals of

time. The proof will be made only for the case t0 = 0, which does not limit

the generality since any other case is reduced to this one by the substitution

t = tx + t0.    The differential equations (4) are invariant under the substitution

(8) l = l,      nt--ntt      t = -t.

Consequently every integral of (4) is transformed by (8) into some integral

of (4).    Moreover, the initial conditions

(9) &-«,,        77. = 0,

at t = 0, are transformed into

(9') f«-«„        5,-0,

at t = 0.    Therefore, that solution of (4) which satisfies the initial conditions. (9)

is transformed by (8) into itself.    Hence, if

(io) t,-*.(0.     *-*,(«). (¿=i, ••-,*),
is that solution, then

♦,(0-*,(«)-*,(-o.    *,(«)--*7co--*.(-«).
whence also

It will be noted that the proof holds whatever the value of N. It is

geometrically evident that the symmetry, if present at all, is independent of the

rate of rotation of the reference line.

dt
= 0, and dr>t-b

dt -   •'

dJ
dt

= 0, and
d%

dt
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§ 4. Conditions for periodic solutions.

Since the differential equations (7) are unchanged if t be replaced by t + 2ti7t,

or t by t + nT, (n being an integer), it follows that if

(11) x. = x.(t), m». = w».(t) (i = l,-•-,*),

is a solution, then so is

(12) x. = x{(t + 2nir),        w¡= w¡(t + 2nir).

These two will be the same solution, if the coordinates and their derivatives

have the same values at t = t0 ; i. e., if

iC<(To + 2mr) = a,<(To)>      wi(T0+2nir)= wt(rt),

(13)
a^(To + 2w7r) = a!i(To)>     <(To + 2n7r) = <(To)-

If these conditions are satisfied, then, for all values of t,

xt(r + 2ntr) = x{(t),        wí(t + 2nir) = w^r);

that is, (13) are sufficient conditions for the periodicity of the solutions. That

they are also necessary is obvious.

Special case. In the case of a symmetrical conjunction at t = 0, other

sufficient conditions can be formulated. For, if *<(0) = w,(0) = 0,

(t — 1, •••, A), and if every X{ is a multiple of tr, it follows from the

symmetry theorem that

(14) a;i(7r) = a;j(—tt), w.(tt) = — tji.( —tt),

x'í(tt) = —x'^—tt),    w'i(ir) = w'i( — ir).

But, by (13), if t0 be put equal to — tr, the conditions for periodicity of x((t)

and w^r) are

(a)    xi(ir) = xi(--n-), (c)    w^ir) = w.(— ir),

(b) x'i(7r) = x'i(-7r),     (d) «,;(*r)-«i(-,r).

Of these conditions, (a) and (d) are satisfied by virtue of (14) ; while (o) and (c)

in connection with (14) require x'^tt) = w^-ir) = 0. It may then be stated

that sufficient conditions for the periodicity of xi and w. (with period in t equal,

to T), are

(a)    x'.(0) = 0,        «,t.(0) = 0,        \. = 0,tt,

' (b)    x'i(ir) = 0,        w4(ir)-0.

For a symmetrical conjunction, when conditions (16a) are imposed, conditions

(6) are necessary as well as sufficient.
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§ 5. Nature of the periodicity conditions.

PoiNCARÉ has shown * that for a type of differential equations including (7 )

the solutions are developable as power series in p and in the Ac., [see § 1],

whose coefficients are functions of t. And, for an arbitrarily assigned interval

for t, Tx (herein taken greater than 2n-rr), there exist values of p and the Ac.

sufficiently small (not zero), to make the series convergent for 0 = t =i Tx.

Hence the conditions (13) and (16) are that certain power series in the 4A + 1

parameters, p, Ac., (i = 1, • • •, k; j = 1, • • ■, 4) shall vanish.

Now, from the theory of implicit functions it is well known f that if

(1) f(yx, •■-, yik; p) (i = l, •••, 4A) are holomorphic in the vicinity of

P = yj=0(j=l,...,4k), (2)/4(0, ..-, 0; 0) = 0 (i = l, ..., 4A), and

if (3) the functional determinant (jacobian) of the f. with respect to the y, is

distinct from zero for p = y' = 0 (j = 1, ■ • •, 4A ), then there exist unique

functions y. = y.(p), which (a) are holomorphic in the vicinity of p= 0, (b)

fi( V\ ' " ' ' Va » P) — 0, (c) vanish with p,. Even when (3) is not satisfied, there

sometimes exist solutions having the properties (a), (b) and (c).

Let this theorem be applied to the conditions for periodicity, whose left-hand

members, being convergent power series in p and the Ac., and vanishing for

p = Ac{J = 0, evidently satisfy (1) and (2) above. The functional determinant,

evaluated for p = Ac{j = 0, is simply the determinant of the coefficients of the

linear terms. In certain cases it vanishes and in others it does not. Under

the latter circumstances, at least, periodic orbits exist, since the equations of

condition define the Aet.. as holomorphic functions of p. For every value of p.

sufficiently small there exist initial conditions [dependent upon T, p, qk, the

ß{, and the p.(i = 1, • • •, A)] such that the orbits described are periodic with the

required period. It is evident that for smaller and smaller values of p smaller

and smaller deviations from the initial conditions of undisturbed motion are nec-

essary in order to get periodic orbits. The periodic orbits for p + 0 may then

be said to " grow out of " the undisturbed periodic orbits as p. grows from zero.

In this paper are discussed only those orbits which grow out of circles ; and

it is convenient to subdivide these into various types.

Type I.    The system has a symmetrical conjunction.

Type II. The infinitesimal system has a symmetrical conjunction, but the

finite system has not.

Type III.    Neither system has a conjunction.

§ 6. Integration of the differential equations as gower series in parameters.

It will be necessary to obtain the first few terms of the developments men-

tioned in the preceding section.    Instead of  increments Ac, to the initial

* Loc. cit., pp'. 56-62.

t Jordan, Cours d'Analyse, vol. 1, p. 82.
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undisturbed values of the coordinates it will be more convenient, in finding the

properties of the solutions, to employ parameters An{, e{, co., t., defined as fol-

lows.    At t = 0 let

»,-      (1+AeJ      =(l+:A7li)-ï(l-e.cosOj),

vx\ = Aci2 = «4(1 + Anf)V e'8Îng--    ,
• *2 *v x/ 1 — e4cos Of

,-, w\ cos 9. — e.
(17)   »4-X4-      v>, = *ea      = o>. + arceos 1_e'coa^ (<-l, ••,*),

vw\ = n.Acu
»4(1 + Ani)Vl-e2

— n.,
(1 — e.coaO.y

-?<(! + Ani)Ti =ei — eisin ei->

(the tk, being the true longitudes from a fixed reference line, equal u{ + qkr).

It is evident that the Ac., are holomorphic functions of the An, ei, co. and t.

for sufficiently small values of the latter quantities. Consequently, solutions of

(7) exist also as power series in the new parameters. Further, since the real

positive values of the radicals and the smallest values of the inverse cosines are

to be taken in (17), the Ac, are given uniquely in terms of the An, e4, coi and t4.

From these two facts it follows that, if the latter quantities can be determined

as unique power series in p, satisfying the conditions for periodicity, then also

there exist for the Ac^. unique power series in p, satisfying the conditions.

Conversely, while the jacobian of the Ac4 with respect to the new parameters is

zero for An = ei = co. = r. = 0, yet, in the only case where discussion will be

necessary (viz. for Aca = Ac^ = 0, whence «o. = t¿ = 0 ), the solution for the

Awi and ei in terms of the Acn and Acj4 is unique. For the jacobian of the

Actl and Aci4 with respect to the An. and e{ is distinct from zero for Ati4 = e4 = 0.

Hence, in this case, if the AciX and Acu exist as unique series in p, satisfying

the periodicity conditions, so also must the An. and ei exist as such series.

In the developments of the coordinates as power series in p and the new

parameters all those terms independent of p may be obtained, together with a

knowledge of their pre erties, in the following simple manner. The terms in

question are those remaining when p is put equal to zero ; and are, therefore,

the solution of the problem of A infinitesimal satellites when the initial conditions

are (17) ; in other words, the solutions of A two-body problems.

The dynamical meaning of the new parameters is then evident. The orbits

of the infinitesimal system, subjected to initial conditions (17), are ellipses, in

which the mean angular motions, major semi-axes, eccentricities, longitudes of

pericenter, and times of pericenter passage are respectively

T.
^(l + AnJ,        o.(l + An)-*,        e{,        \ + cut,        and        -'.
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li in the development of xi the coefficient of An/.e!'icoh.Tk. be denoted by xiJgkk,

then, by applying Taylor's theorem to the well known developments of the

coordinates in elliptic motion as power series in the eccentricity,* it is found that

the following coefficients of first and second degree terms do not vanish :

Xi, oooo — 1 > Xi, 1000 ==        Ï I •"<, oioo — — C0S ?i T i

"i, 2000 s5 jp *% 0200 = sln   ï»1"' ""i, 0101 == —ït8111?;1"?

(18) !»<, iioo = I cos a¡ t + a, t sin qt t , wti mo = a¡ t

«V, oioo = 2 sin a¡ t ,      «^ M10 = 1, w>¡, oooi = ?< >

«'i,o2oo= í sin 2oíT,    wiom=—2qi coa q¡r,    wixm=2qircoa q^.

From simple dynamical considerations the following important properties may

be established. Let xifghk be written x{fjv\k to indicate its dependence upon r.

Then

(19) *fl& = <& - 0 (i = i,...,*),

where m is an integer. For, the coefficients x't¡ 03O0, etc., are those of the terms

which do not involve An, co. and t¿, these terms being obtained by putting

Ati. = co. = t. = 0, in the developments. But, for these parameters equal to

zero, the initial positions are apses, and the periods (in t) are 2-rr/n.. Hence, at

t = tmr/q., Mi is at an apse ; and x\ = w{ = 0, whatever the value of e.. Since

this is true for a range of values of ei, it follows that the coefficient of each

power of e. in x\ and in w{ is zero.

It is evident that in the terms independent of p appear only those parameters

whose subscript is the same as that of the coordinate developed ; the terms in-

volving p introduce, however, the other 4 ( A — 1 ) parameters.

Terms involving p.

The only terms involving p whose coefficients are needed in the sequel are p

and pej(j =1, •■ -, k). Let the coefficient of p in the development of x{ be

x.(0 ; t), and that of pes be xfj; t), let the coefficients of the same quantities

in wi be respectively tc,(0 ; t) and w.(j; t), (»— 1, • • -, A; j = l, • • -, A).

The process of finding these depends as follows upon two properties of the

solutions.

(a) Since they must satisfy the differential equations identically in the para-

meters, the equating of coefficients of corresponding powers on both sides fur-

nishes sets of differential equations for the successive coefficients in the solutions.

(6) The arbitrary constants which the successive coefficients carry are deter-

mined by the condition that the solutions shall reduce identically to (17) at

t = 0.

* Moulton, Introduction to Celestial Mechanics, pp. 154-5.
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For each pair of coefficients, x{(f; t) and w^f; t), (/= 0, • -, A), equa-

tions (7) give two simultaneous differential equations of the second order. The

one from (7a) can be integrated once immediately, and its integral combined

with the equation from (7 b) renders the latter a well known type,

m—oo

(20) x"(f; t) + q\x.(f; r) + £ (ym cos tot + Bm sin tot) + ar = 0.
wl=0

Its solution, x{(f; t), when substituted into the first integral, permits the

final integration for w.(f; t).    The initial conditions are

(21) »,(/; 0) = *;(/; 0)-w4(/; 0) = w'i(f; 0) = 0
(i = l, ■■-,k;f=0, •••,*).

for the conditions (17) do not involve p at all.

Now the form of the solution varies greatly according as a term cos q{ r or

sin o.T is or is not present in (20). In the former case the solutions contain a

so-called Poisson term, t cos ö;t, or t sin q.r, and in the latter case they do not.

In all the x¡(f; t) and w¡(f; t), (f = 1, ••-, A), a Poisson term is present;

they are present in the x{(0 ; t), if, and only if, for some pair of the n{, say

n and n , there exists an integer, J, such that

(22) J.(nf-ng) = n

The meaning and consequences of such a relation will be discussed in § 11.

In performing the integrations it is necessary to expand

(l-2e0.cos^, + e2.)-^ (—8,5),

as a cosine series ; where, for the sake of a uniform notation, the following

definitions are made:

e   =a and n   = a       if j <i,

(23)
€a = aii>        and        Vij = h    rfj>i-

Also, where it is not essential to know the value of a Fourier sine or cosine

series, it will be denoted simply by F'(ti) or F"(d) respectively, where d is the

argument according to whose multiples the series proceeds.    Now

«1=00

(1 - 2e..cos cp. + e2{J)-i = £ Fm{ev) -cos to</>„.,
«1=0

(24)
( 1 - 2e„ cos «>, + e2, )"1 = £ Gn(e,.) • cos to^,

where the Fm and Gm are well known power series in er, beginning with e"
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Finally, the desired coefficients are, for i = 1, • • •, A,

X.(0; t) = A.0 + 5j0CO9 q.r + C.„ sin q{r + H..T sin q.r + £'**(*„),

(25) '
w4(0 ; t) = Di0 - 2Bi0 sin q.r + 2Ci0 cos q.r

o If
+ 2Hnr cos ?ir + £'**(^)--» sin ?4t + A>,

and for y 4= i,

««(/î T) = Aif + Bif «»s ?<T + Ci/ sin ?<T

+ «vXl/T«n(?iT + X4-X/)+8</{JF"(^) + Jf"(^)},

(26) (A)
«<(/i t) = Dv + Evt - 2^-sin qj + 2C4/-cos a4T

- -y^ sin (?4t + X4 - X,) + 2BvLvr cos (q(r + X. - X,)

+ ^{^,(^i) + ^(^)}'
while, iovf=i.

xi(i;r) = Aii+BucMiqir + CiiamqiT + YfBi¡{F\4>ji) + F'(ebJi)]

+ Tainqir-[Hii + j:'BiiMij],
(26) (B) s
V    A   ' w.(i; t) = Z?4i + A;,t - 2£..sina.r + 2Cttcosa.r

+ E'*#{^(^) + ^,(^)}-t7"in?«Tr8^
2

+ 2T«te?4T[irf4 + 5:s#JfJ.

Of the coefficients and constants of integration, only the following are of

importance :

Lv-^ [fF. + i*. - K(i + w + K^,

^= i| C **.+ 2F> - "♦«¥ + K)G* + H<^i + K^J»

(27) ^4=0, if, and only if, (22) holds,

^=E'8,¿^(^)sinm(Xy-X),
i m=l

H» -Em + \ 2TW [**•(*) - i*U«,)] .
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the Em(ei.) being certain linear functions of the Fm(eiJ).    Thus,

^rn2(q.-q^-q2]ESe,) = m(qf-qi)v3.(aiJFm-^Fm+x+Fn_x-\)

(2r) -^(F^-F^f),    ifm+1,

9* [(?,- - 2,)2 - ÎÎ] &i(%) = {<l-H.)+{q-^V%(%Fx-l[F2+2Fa-\)

-Í*lí,(*.-W.).

§ 7. Existence of periodic orbits.     Type I.

For all values of p, and the Ara;, ei, co. and t{, sufficiently small, the solutions

of differential equations (7), with initial conditions (17), are given by series in

those parameters, the first few coefficients of which have been tabulated in (18),

(25) and (26).

For p. = 0, a solution, with period 27r (or T in t), is

(28) ¡B4-l,        w. = 0;

whence
7v = a.,        Mi = Xi+^.T,

where An( = ei = a>4 = t4 = 0 (i = 1, • • •, A ). For p +■ 0 these 4A parameters

can be so determined that the solutions are still periodic with the required

period.

Let co. = t.. = 0, and X. = 0, 7r ( í = 1, .-.A). The satellites have, then,

at t = 0, a symmetrical conjunction ; therefore, by (16), the necessary and suf-

ficient conditions for periodicity are

(a) 0 = An.(ai7r) + e4(2 sin q{ir) + pw^O ; ir) -|-,

(29)
(b) 0 = Ara.(0) + e4(ç48in q^/ix'^O; ir) + An^x'^^tr)

+/»£«,«?;(/;«■)+••• («-i, ■•»*)■
/=i

Evidently these functions w^-ir) and ¿¡(it) satisfy conditions (1) and (2) of

§ 5 ; it remains simply to examine condition (3). The jacobian of the wi ( tr )

and x\ (it) with respect to the Ant and ,c4, taken for An¡ = e{ = p = 0, will be

denoted by Ax, and has the value

(30) A^^li^sini^Tr),

so that its vanishing depends upon the qi. Since, from (2) and (5), q. = qk + p.

(¿ = 1,...,A — 1), it follows that Ax vanishes if, and only if, the arbitrary

qk be selected as an integer.

Case I : qk is not an integer.   Since Ax 4= 0, condition (3) of § 5 is satisfied ;

hence, periodic orbits exist, the A»t. and ei (and, therefore, the Aca and Acj4)
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existing as unique power series in p. The presence of qk and of the arbitrary

integers p. shows that for every value of p (sufficiently small) and for every

given set of mass-ratios, ßi/ßk there exist a A-fold infinitude of periodic orbits

of this type.

Case II : qk is an integer.    Here Ax = 0.    Nevertheless the jacobian of the

u).(-n-) with respect to the An, taken at Atí4 = e. = p = 0 is

(3i) ^-«-»nfc+o.t=i

[The only possibility for q. = 0 is pi = — qk which requires n = 0. The

infinitesimal system would have one body, the major axis of whose orbit is

infinite, or else the body moves in a straight line through the planet. Let such

a selection for p. be excluded.] Hence (29a) can be solved for the An. as

power series in the e. and p, converging for sufficiently small values of the latter

quantities. Now, by (19), every term in (29a), (6) has either p or some An4 as

a factor ; hence the solutions have the form

(32) Ani = p-F.(ej,p)       (i = i,.--,k;j = l,--;k).

If the power series (32) be substituted into (296), the resulting series converge

for sufficiently small values of p and e., and contain p aa a factor. (This

merely means that An. = p = 0 satisfy the periodicity conditions whatever be

the e , and is nothing new.) If p is divided out,* relations are obtained among

the e. and p, of the form

(296')    0 = x'fO;V)-er^x:iiXm(-ir)-wfO;-7r)+^e/i(j;-7r) + p{  },+ ....

At this point two questions of importance arise ; viz. as to the vanishing of

the 03^(0; 7r), and as to the vanishing of the determinant of the coefficients of

the linear terms, e.. By (25) and (27) every cc<(0; it) is zero unless the rela-

tion (22) holds for some pair of the ni. When such a relation does hold, the

equations (296') are not satisfied by e = p. = 0, so that solutions for the e. in

p, vanishing with p, do not exist. Hence, periodic orbits of Type I, "growing

out of circular orbits " do not exist, if, for any nf and n , J(nf — n ) = n ,

where Jia an integer.

When no such relation exists, f the equations (296') are satisfied by e¿=p=0 ;

it remains to examine the determinant, A3, of the first degree terms in e . A,

involves in each of its elements power series in the e.., or a./Uj, a,/ai ; and it is

not known that there are no sets of values of the e.. for which A, = 0.    It can,
V 3

* It is precisely this step which makes the selection of the parameters An,, «if especially

advantageous.

t That g/, an integer does not involve the existence of such a relation is shown in 8 11.
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however, be shown that there is an infinite number (a range) of values for

which the determinant is distinct from zero.

Let Pif be any element of A3, the first subscript indicating the row and the

second the column ; then

^í/ = <(/;t) = ?í(-1)'í^í/a</,     /+ i,

Pii = x'i(i;-n-)-qi(-iyWi(0;Tr)

= qi(-l)'"trT,'BiJ[qiMiJ+V%{«iJF9(eiJ)-iFx(eiJ)U,
i

the simplification in P.. resulting from the last equation of (27). The t¡, depend

upon v, qk, the ß. and the p{, which were arbitrarily chosen. It will now be

shown that for a fixed selection of the /S., v and qk there is an infinite number

of selections of the pi (viz. all for which the e¿. are "sufficiently small") for

which A3 4= 0. For convenience, let all the ei. be expressed in terms of a single

parameter ; thus,

(34) a,. = 62«**-<>a, (i = i,.... *_i),

where the bi, v and qk (hence also ak and nf), are constants independent of a.

Every element of A3 is, then, a power series in a ; for

€y=^a2(W)5 and ,v„|^^), Xj<it

«y-jÉ-«20-0. and t, .. = 1, ifj>¿,

(35) q, = fe a*™, Pu = d«+*-*»Qu(a),
i

Pi/=a^-v-^.Qi/(a), if/<i,

Pi/ = aW-2»-Qi/(a), i£/>»,

where the Qf/(a) (f=l, . - -, A) are power series in a, beginning with a con-

stant term. [In P.. under the sign £í> the lowest power of a fovj<i is

(lOi — 4j — 6k); for j~> i, the lowest power is 67 — 6A. For all values of j

taken in the summation, the lowest power is evidently 6i + 4 — 6A]. The

lowest power of a in any of the P.. is then

for /< i,        6i + 4 — 6A,        viz. for /= i — 1,

(36) for/=i,        6Í + 4-6A,

for/>¿,        6¿ + 8 —6A,        viz. for /= i + 1.

Hence, if the factor aM+4_8* be removed from the ith row (i — 1, •••,A),a
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determinant A4 is obtained such that A4a~*(3*_7) = As, and each of its ele-

ments is a power series in a. In the ith row of A4 two elements, those in

columns i — 1 and i, have present a constant term in their series. The series

of every other element begins with a power of a not lower than the fourth. Each

term in the development of A4 will be a power series in a, and the only term

beginning with a constant is the main diagonal product. For every term must

contain one, and only one, element from each row and column. To get a term

containing a constant, one must select in the first row the element Fxx ; the

only possible selection from the second row is then Pn, since P2X would be a

second element from the first column. Continuing thus, the only selection pos-

sible in the ith row is Pa. When expanded, A4 can bé re-arranged as a single

power series in a, whose constant term (being merely the product of those in

the main diagonal) is distinct from zero. Hence, for a = 0, A4 =f= 0, and from

this it follows that for all values of a, sufficiently small, A4 + 0. Also, A4

being a power series, vanishes, if at all, at a finite number of points within the

circle of convergence.

But A3 can vanish only with A4. Hence in general, even in the case where

qk is an integer, it is possible to solve (296') for the e. in terms of p (vanishing

with p). The substitution of these solutions into (32) gives the Ati,, as well as

the e., as holomorphic functions of p, for p sufficiently small. Periodic orbits

with the required period, therefore, exist.

In drawing this last conclusion, however, a point of some delicacy arises.

The p. are functions of a in the foregoing argument, and obviously the p. are

not integers (as the formulation of the problem requires that they be), for all

values of a on any interval. The question arises as to whether there are, indeed,

any values of a, "sufficiently small," for which the^?t. are integers. From (35)

andpi = qi — qk, it follows that

(37) *-*{%&=*-1) «-1,--.*-D.

The present discussion will be confined to exhibiting a selection of the 64, such

that there are an infinite number of values of a less than any assigned quantity,

for each of which the pi are integers without common divisor. Let the assigned

value be a0, and let the b. be defined by

(38) h„^^Jfa (i = l,.. ,*-!);

and consider (37) for a = atVl/n, where n is an integer. Evidently, since qk

is an integer, and since

(39) Pi = (qk + k-i)nk-i-qh (i=i,-.-,*-l),

the pi are integers.    Consider the possibility of a common factor.    If pk_1 and
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pk_t have a common factor, their difference has the same factor. Thus, if there

is a factor common to (qk + l)n — qk and (qh + 2)n2 — qk, it is also a factor

of n1 + n ( n — 1 ) ( qk + 1 ). Similarly, if pk_2 and pk_3 have a factor in common,

it must be a factor of ns + n2(n — l)(qk +2). Hence, if pk_x, pk-2, and

pk_3 have a common factor, it must divide «* [n + (n — l)(qk+ 2)]

and n [ra + (n — l)(qk +1)]; and if it be prime to n, it must divide

[n + (n — l)(qk + 2)] and [n + (n — l)(qk+ 1)]. But if these two inte-

gers have a common factor, it must divide their difference, n — 1. Now n and

71 — 1 are mutually prime ; consequently there is no factor of (n — 1) which

divides \_n+(n — l)(qk + l)'\, and hence no factor common to pk_x, pk_2, pk_s,

unless it divides n. Let n be chosen a prime number. There are an infinite

number of primes ; hence the p. have the stated property.

The periodic solutions exist then, and might be obtained as series in p alone

(convergent for sufficiently small values), by substituting into the original

series in p. and the An. and ei the values of the latter 2A parameters, as

obtained in terms of p from the periodicity conditions. A far more advanta-

geous method is, however, available.

§ 8. Method of construction.    Type I.

It has been shown that, for p sufficiently small, there exist series

(40) a>.(T) = l+Bf><iB(T)-M",    wí(t)-'£«'í,.(t)-m"     («-V».*),
*=1 n=l

which (a) converge for 0 = r = 27T, (6) satisfy differential equations (7), (c)

satisfy ¡¿'¡(O) = w4(0) = 0 identically in p, and (d) make xt(r + 2w) — x((r)

= w.(t + 2ir) — ̂ (t) = 0, identically in p.

From (d) and (a) follows the permanent convergence of series (40). From

(c) and (d) follow respectively

(41) <„(0) = «»j|n(0) = 0,

(42) xijn(r + 2-rr) - xi¡n(r) = wi¡n(r + 2ir) - W|i.(t) = 0.

These equations (41) and (42) will determine the constants of integration arising

at each step.
First order terms.

Since (40) must satisfy (7) identically in p, xit, (t) and w, , (t) must satisfy

(a) <! + 20<<i + E% «a ^<(l - V% ¿^-(«*y) costo^) =0,
(43) J \ m=0 /

(6) x'i[1-2qiw'itX-Zq2xiA + q2ißi

+ X'S<J Coachs + vïj(<*ij -cosebf) ¿ i^m(«,7)cos TO</>yi    = 0.
i L »=o J
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Since every epji is a multiple of t, plus a multiple of ir, equations (43) are of

the type

(a) <, + 2?,< t + J¿ Dft sin tot = 0,
m=l

(44)

(6) < ! - 2?i < ! - Bq\ x<, t + Efx + Y Eft cos tot = 0,
i»=i

where the Z)^, and A^'i are linearly related to the Fm, and can be expressed

in terms of the latter as soon as the p. ave chosen.    The solutions are

»«. i (T) - - 4 ( 2?< «8?i + *S?i ) + #icos ?<T
«0

+ c(3\ sin a,- t + Jj .4 j"0, cos tot ,

(45) 1
Wlil(r) = -(3?jcV,>i + 2E^x)r + <\ - 2c^t sin ffjr

00

+ 26f\ cos ff¿ t + £ jB^i sin tot .
m=l

where the dpt (j =1, • • -, 4; i = l, •■ ■, k) ave the constants of integration

and

(46) ( to2 - q\ ) Af\ = Ef\ - ä Df),,        to2 Bft = D$ - 2mq. Af>x.

Poisson terms do not appear in (45) ; for, since no relation (22) holds, no term

in cos a4T or sin q{r is present in (44).    Now by (41) and (42)

r<?'  — c<.4), — 0 r(1)_— E&>

so that the A constants, cj2ä, alone remain to be determined. And here arise

two cases, just as in the existence proof.

Case I. qk is not an integer. Here, qi not being an integer, cos q. t does

not have the period 27r ; consequently by (42), c[2\ = 0 (i = l, ■ ■ -, k).

Case II. qk is an integer. Here cos q{r has the period 2ir, and (42) is

satisfied for the arbitrary c[2\ +■ 0. These A constants remain undetermined

until the second order terms are found, when the c^ are uniquely determined

in avoiding Poisson terms.

Terms of any order.     Case I.

Assume that for n = 1, • • -, (A — 1), x4 „(t) and win(r) have been found,

the constants being determined, and have the form

fA = OQ m~"G

(47) ¡c4>„(t)= £ 4<»> cos tot,        wt,n(r)= ^B™ sin tot  (¿ = 1, ■•.,*).
m=0 m=U
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An induction will show that xih(r) and wih(r) have the form (47), that, more-

over, the differential equations for x4 Ä and wt¡ h are of the type (44), and that

the constants of integration are determined just as in the case preceding, » = 1.

The differential equations are [see (7)]

(a)   £ x{jw'lk + 2 £ *>'(ijw'tik + 2?i<k
J+k=h _/•+*=*

(48) +5TS«     H     «^(«n^ + tfl, — ««),[«§-»— «•£»]„ — 0,
J *+i+m=A—1

(b) <A — S «<,i«*<i + 2?i<*)- ?H» + qKxT2)h
j+k+i=h

+ q\ßi(*f2)K-i + Y!ev{aie Z ^.»(V)*
} *+l=A-l

+      S      "à,*(coa 4>ji + Wj~ Wi)i |>7* - °"«s]»} = °»
*+l+m=A-l

where an expression in a parenthesis, having a subscript, I, outside, denotes the

sum of all those terms in the expression which involve p'. It is to be shown

(a) that the variables in (48) whose second subscript is A enter in the same

form as the xi¡ x and wi% x enter (44), and (ß) that the remaining terms of (48) (a)

and (6) reduce respectively to a sine series and a cosine series in multiples of t .

Evidently in (48a) the only terms involving the *< A and wt_ A (i = 1, • • •, A) are

«>", » + 2ai¡B;_ h ; and in (486), aside from ( xj2 )h, they are x'l h — 2qt w'it k — q2xi¡h.

Now it can be easily shown by réduction that

where the Nv are positive numbers and the vf are positive integers (or zero)

satisfying the conditions

(49) Í>,= V        !>/-*•
z=i /=i

Now x(¡h enters only through (dhxjdph)"*, and for this term Nv = 2, v9 = l,

vh=l, and v/=0, (f= 1, •• -, A — 1) ; hence, in (xT2)h,xih appears with the

coefficient — 2. Therefore, in (486), the terms involving x{ h and w4 h are

x"ih — 2qiw'ih — Bq\xt h, and this establishes statement (a) above.

Using again the notation  F"(r) and F'(r) to designate respectively a

cosine series and a sine series in multiples of t, it is evident that

F[F2 = FC,       F\-FC2 = F\ FCF' = F%

(Fc)n = F", (F")2" = Fc,       (F')2n+1 = F'.

Hence, as every xin and w\ „ (n = 1, • • •, A — 1 ) is a F'(t), so also are all

sums of products of these quantities, and also all polynomials in the x( „, such

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. %
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as (a¡7A), and (<r~3 ),. Similarly the sums of all products xtjw"t k and x'uw't<J are

F'(r). There remain in (48) only the terms (sin mi. + w, — wi), where m(j = cb.

in (48a), and m^ = ep. + tt/2 in (486). Let, for the moment, z„ = TOtf + w. — w{.

Then, since [d/zij/dpf]ll=0 = wjf — wt/, it can be shown by a simple induction

that

[^L=?N- Ssin (w«+*°ï) <*> - *****

where the Nv are numbers and the v/ satisfy (49) after A is replaced by I. Now

since every (toJf — wif), (f=l, •••, A —1) is a F'(t), the product

II/;i(%/ —«'<i/)^is a F'(t) or Fc(t) according as Jl/=[v/ is °dd or even.

But when this sum is odd, i»0 is odd ; and when even, i»0 is even. The entire

productII/=o is then always &F'(t)íí to. = ep..,0T aFc(r) if m.. = ef> +tr/2.

The differential equations (48) are, therefore, of the form

(a)   w'l h + 2?4 < h + '£Bfi sin tot = 0,

(50)
(6)    <h - 29i«; h - Bq\xti h + Ef\ + £ Efl cos tot = 0,

m=l

where no term in cos q{r or sin q{r occurs under the summation sign, since q. is

not an integer. Obviously the integration of (50) is the same problem as that

of (44), so that the solutions are

¡Mt) = - -2 ( 2?iC« + AWA)+c<% cos q{r+cf\ sin qt t+ E^ cos tot,
2i »=i

(51)

«ai»)- - (8fi<» + 2^^)T + 4?» - 24% sin 5iT + 2cSf» cos ?4t

TO=ao

+ S5TisinwiT    (i=l, ••-,*),
m=l

where

(52) («P-íí)-iS?--»íí-^W»       «^T?» nW-2fnqtAtf.

Also, by (41) and (42),

(53) dl\ = -~Ef\,       d2\ = cf\ = di% = 0       (l-l,...,*),

so that the induction is completely established. The coefficients of the succes-

sive Xf „ and wt n are obtained without integration, by simply applying (52) and

the first equations of (53). It is merely necessary to compute at each step the

^ and the Efi>.
Terms of any order.    Case II.

Assume, as in case I, that for n = 1, • • -, (A — 1) the »¿„(t) and w(n(r)

have the form (47), all the constants of integration having been determined
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with the exception of the é2\_x. The differential equations for the xih and

wt h ave, then, (50a) and (6) ; where, however, since a4 is an integer, cos o4 t

and sin qi t may occur under the summation sign. These terms arise from two

sources : from the terms c(2\_x cos q. r and c(2)k_x sin qi r in the x(¡ A_, and wt h_x,

and from similar terms in the earlier xt „ and wt¡ „, as well as (usually) from

combinations of the cb.. in the coefficients.

When (50a) are integrated and combined with (506), equations for the x4 A

are obtained ; to avoid Poisson terms in the xit A, the coefficients of the terms in

cos q¡ t in these last equations must be made to vanish. These coefficients,

Effl — Dffi, involve the Cj2)A_, and various known constants ; e. g., the cf„

(n = l, • • -, A — 2) ; and the vanishing of the E^fk — D$fh will usually deter-

mine the d2\_x.

In the first place, the only terms of (48) in which the xit A_t and wt h_x appear

are

(a) xti A_! w'l ,+xitl w'l A_! + 2x'it w w'it, + 2a!;,, w\t A_,

+ Z ' Sij { [ xj, h-i sin $n ( I - r,% o%% ) J
i

(54) + sin ebji[- BxJt A_, - Sijy er^0( a2, xit h_x + xjt h_x

— a¡jxj,A-i+xi,h-i cosf¡ + ai¿wj,w-w¡,»-i sin hu]

+ ( 1 — V% ̂ ,3o ) cos epji ( Wj¡._, - wt¡ A_i ) } ,

(b) — 2qixt>h_1w'iil — 2qix{ilw't¡k_1 + §q\xtilxith_x

— 2o2 ßi xt< ! xit A_! + X)' o\, { [ a{J xt¡ h_x n% er^0 ]
3

~ %vh o-^o ( atJ — cos ebj i ) ( djj xit »_, + x)< h_t

— «<j XJt A_! + as«, A_! cos epj t + ay wjt h^—wit h_x sin epj. )

— Vij °"«,3o [»Aik-i cos ebj( - wj% A_, - wi:h_x sin £,4]

— [ 2aj, »_i cos £,< + 7^ A_! - wit A_, sin ^ 4 ] },

where <ryo = (1 — 2ei} cos cbji + e^)*. Hence it is evident that the c}2)A-1

enter the E<ffk — D-ffh linearly ; and, denoting their coefficients by Bif

(¿=1, •• -, k; f=l, • ••, A), it is found that

2
(55) Bi/=(-l)"^Pif      (i-i,...,»;/-i, -..,*),

where the Pv are the elements of the determinant A4, discussed in the existence

proof. Hence, when A4 4= 0, so is the determinant of the coefficients of the

c)fi_, in the equations M$ — Dffi = 0. The constants cj2A_, (/= 1, . • -, A)

are then uniquely determined.
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The values of the xih(r) and wih(r) are given by (51) and (52); (53) are,

however, replaced by

(56) c^i=-2qEt%       cft-4'i-O (*-l,-,*),

the c(f\ remaining undetermined at this step. The induction is thus established.

In this case, too, the successive xt „ and wt¡ „ are obtained without integration

by merely computing the Dffi and Effi, applying (52) and the first equations

of (56), and solving Et%x - D¡%x = 0 for the c¡%.

Bemarks: 1. In constructing the solutions it has been tacitly assumed that

the Fourier series representation of the xin and wit„, and the attendant manip-

ulations of those series, are valid. This is justified by the consideration that

the well-known functions encountered in the first step are represcntable, together

with their derivatives, by uniformly convergent Fourier series. But the product

of two such series is another of the same type, and also the integral of a uni-

formly convergent Fourier series is uniformly convergent. At every step the

convergence remains uniform.

2. The question naturally arises as to whether, in any orbits of type I, the

smallest period is a multiple of the period of the infinitesimal system, viz., mT.

An examination of the method of constructing the solutions furnishes the

answer. If mqk is not an integer, the constants are determined precisely as in

case I ; if mqk is an integer, precisely as in case II. In any event, for a given

value of p and a given set of p. and qk there is a unique solution satisfying (41)

and (42) (with 2to7t replacing 27r). The solutions found above, however,

satisfy these conditions ; hence there are no orbits whose smallest period is a

multiple of T.
§ 9.  Orbits of type II.

For type II, as for type I, all the Xi are multiples of it ; but it is proposed

to ascertain whether the a. and r4 exist as functions of p. (not identically zero,

but vanishing with p) so as to satisfy periodicity conditions (13). The question

can be studied most easily by examining the method of construction.

Let the origin of time be selected as the instant when satellite A has an

apsidal passage, and the origin of longitude at that satellite's apsidal position»

so that co, = t, = 0 ; and let it be assumed for the moment that the co. and t.
k k ' * t

(i=l, • • •, A — 1), exist as functions of p satisfying (13). Then there exist

solutions of the type (40) satisfying (42), but not satisfying (41) for all values

of n, except for i = k. Because of the absence of conditions (41) some of the

constants in each step are left undetermined until terms of the next order

are found.

For the first order terms thé differential equations are again (44), and the

solutions are (45), the coefficients being determined by (46). Evidently the

c^\ are determined as in type I, but for the other éfl two cases arise.
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Case I. qk is not an integer. Here, by (42), c¡2\ = c$f J — 0 (* — 1, •■•, A),

but the df\ are at present undetermined, except c£4\ = 0.

Case II. qk is an integer. Here the terms coso;t and sin^T have the

required period, 27r; and hence the c¡2l and c¡*\, together with the c¡*l, remain

undetermined, except c£\ = ck3\ = 0.

Terms of any order.    Case I.

Assume that the xin(r) and toíb(t)(ti = 1, ■ • -, A — 2) have the form (47),

and that the xt,a_i(t) and wih_x(r) — c{f\_x also have that form. Further,

suppose all the constants, except the c(f\_x(i= 1, ••-, A — 1), to have been

determined, the c(4J, ( ti = 1, • • •, A — 2) being zero.

The differential equations for the xih(r) and wi,a(t) are still (48); but,

because of the c(fh_x, these equations now reduce, not to (50), but to

ïrt=«o

(a) <A + 2qix'i¡h + £ (Dfl sin tot + Hft cos tot) = 0,

(57)

(6)  x'l h - 2Çi w'i: h - Bq2xit h + Y, (Ffi! cos tot + JJ-> sin tot ) = 0,
m=0

where the Hffl and Jffl vanish with the cf?h_x. The first integration intro-

duces non-periodic terms, HjfhT. In order that the cciA and wik may satisfy

(42), these terms must disappear ; their vanishing will determine the 44)A_i.

In the ith equation of (57 a) let the coefficient of c}4)A_i be Kif ; then from

(54 a) it is seen that the 44)a-i enter the H¡fA linearly, and that

(58)
^ = -XX- (*-l,-,*).ó

Since the Hf}\ vanish with the cf\_x, it follows that, if the xt A and wt h are to

be periodic, the following linear equations must be satisfied :

(59) Z^fw-0 (*-l,.-.,*).
/=i

The necessary and sufficient condition that these A equations have a solution

other than cj,4\_, = 0 (f = 1, •• -, A — 1) is that every determinant of order A — 1

formed from the matrix of A rows and A — 1 columns should vanish. In this

case, however, a more simple statement is possible. Since, if the summation in

(59) extended from 1 to A, the determinant of all the coefficients would vanish

identically (the sum of the elements of each row being zero), every solution of

A — 1 of the equations would satisfy the remaining one.    Any solution of the
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first A — 1 equations of (59), taken with éfh_x = 0, is, however, a solution of

the first A — 1 equations in which f runs from 1 to A ; and, consequently, is a

solution of the last equation of (59). Hence the necessary and sufficient condi-

tion that (59) have a solution, other than cf^h_x = 0, is that the determinant, A5,

of the coefficients in the first A — 1 equations of (59) shall vanish.

It will here be shown merely that A5 cannot vanish for any values of a

[defined by (34)] on a certain interval, and that A5 vanishes, if at all, only for

a finite number of values of a.    Since, by (58) and (35),

(60) K.f=d™-v-*»Bif(a),        iîf<i,

K¥=dV-W-Bif(a), if/>i,

where the B^. are power series in a beginning with a constant term, it follows

that the lowest term in a in the ith row of As ( i = 1, • • •, A — 1 ) is of degree

6i + 4 — 6A; and this power appears in the columns i and i — 1. If, as in

the case of A3, the factor dM~* 4~6i) be removed from the ith row ( t=1, • • •, A—1),

another determinant, A6, of order ( A — 1 ) is obtained, such that

A6• a~(*_1)l3A'~4) = A6, and each of its elements is a power series in a. The

discussion of At-applies equally to A6 ; and therefore A6 vanishes, if at all, only

for a finite number of values of a.

In general, then, there is only one solution of (59), viz., cj*\_x = 0

(f=l, ...,A —1); and since ck*\_x is also zero, the xin(r) and w4b(t)

(n = l, • • •, A — 1 ) have the form (47). The differential equations for the

x{,a(t) and wih(r) reduce, therefore, as in type I, to (50). The solutions

are (51), where the constants are determined by (52) and (53), except the

c$*'A (i =1, ■ ■ -, k — 1) which are left undetermined. Hence, the xik(r) and

wi.h(T) — ci% have the form (47), and the induction is established.

In general, then — if indeed not always —it is impossible in case I to deter-

mine the constants of integration otherwise than as in type I.

Terms of any order.     Case II.

Assume that the xin(r) and win(r)(n = l, •-., A — 2) have the form (47),

and that the xit h_x ( t ) — cf\_x sin qt t and the wt¡ K_x ( r ) — c£A_, — 2c<fA_1 cos qt r

also have that form. Suppose, further, that all the constants of integration

have been determined, except ck2\_x and c\fh_x (j = 2, 3, 4 ; i = 1, ■ • -, A — 1),

the c^„ and c$4n (n = 1, • • •, A — 2 ) being zero.

The differential equations for the xtiA(t) and wik(r) are again (48), but

because of the c(f\_x and c(f\_x these equations reduce to (57), where now the

Hlff and J¡ff> vanish with the cj2l_x and cy\_x. In order that the xih(T) and

Wf h(r) be periodic, it is necessary, just as in type I, that E^jj — Di9h\ the

coefficient of cos q{r, in the ¿th equation of the final set for the xit „(t), should
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vanish. It is equally necessary that J¡f¿ — Hffi, the coefficients of sin q.r in the

same equation, should vanish. Finally, to avoid the "secular terms," Hfflr,

these coefficients must vanish. The vanishing of these three sets of coefficients

will determine ck2\_x and the c[fh_x (^ = 2,3,4; i = 1, ■ • -, k — 1).

Now, from (54) and the fact that no relation (22) holds, it is evident that the

EWh — If??h do not involve the cf>h_x nor the c<.4);i_i ; also the J<?fh — H^'\ in-

volve neither the c^2)A_i nor the cff^h_x, and vanish with the df^h_x. The H^h

involve the c<2,A_i, the éph_x, and the éf¡h_x. Further, since the :«ÍjA_i(t) and

w,>a_i(t) may be written

q, t + 2 ) + «f«-i sin q{ t + X -4?Li cos mT->

(61)

v>¡, h-i ( t ) = 2c^A_, cos Í qi t + 2 J + 2cf h_x cos ?¡ t + S -B^Li sin tot,

it is evident that the éfj,,_x enter the J^¡\ — H(?fh (whieh are the coefficients

of sin »¿t), in precisely the same way as the c^2,A_i enter the E(^k— -Di"a

[which are the coefficients of sin ( a¡ t + tt/2 ) ].

In the treatment of case II for type I it was shown that, when A4 4= 0,

the   equations   E'fy — D'ft = 0   admit  a   unique   solution   for   the   cf\_x

(f= 1, • • -, A).    The same conclusion is evidently valid here, and it follows at

once that the equations

(62) JWk-HWh = 0 «=l,. .,*),

admit a unique solution for the cj?\_i (,/'= 1, •••, A) viz. c$?)A_1=0. [In

(62), dk-k_x does not appear, being zero ; but this does not affect the conclusion,

since there are obviously no more solutions for A — 1 of the unknowns when the

last is determined than there are for all A.]

From the manner in which the d/\_x enter the H'^h, it follows that, when

the dpk_l vanish, the H^h reduce to the values they have in case I above«

But, since equations (59) have in general no other -solution c^4',,^ = 0

(f=l, •••, A —1), there is in general only one way to determine the

d/,\-i (j = 2, B, 4; f=l, ■ • -, k), viz. as in type I. The differential equa-

tions for the X; h and w{ A reduce, therefore, to (50).

The solutions are given by (51) and (52), together with

<4% = ci4>A = 0,        dfk=-~E™k «=!,...,*),

the é^h (j = 2, 3, 4; t —1, •••, A —1) and c(t2)A remaining undetermined.

The xit h ( t ) — cffL sin q{ t and wf_ h ( r ) — d^h — 2c^\ cos q, t have the form

(47) ; the induction is, then, established.    Since at every step, as in case I, the
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constants must be determined precisely as in type I, there are in general no

periodic solutions of type II.

Bemark. If either of the determinants A3 am. A5 vanishes for some value of

a, there is at least a single infinitude of solutions for the constants of integration,

which would render the solutions periodic in form. Whether the series converge

for this value of a is, however, unknown ; so that the mere vanishing of A3 or

As would not warrant the conclusion that orbits of type II exist.

§ 10.   Orbits of type III.

It will next be inquired whether periodic orbits exist growing out of circular

orbits of an infinitesimal system which has no " grand conjunction " ; that is,

whether there are periodic solutions of (7) when not all the X. are multiples of

7T. Let the initial conditions be (17) ; and let the origin of time be selected at

an instant when Mk is at any apse, and the origin of longitude at the apsidal

position of Mk, both for p = 0 and for p +- 0.    Then Xk = cok = rk = 0.

Now the conditions for periodicity are (13). But equations (7) admit two

integrals, an examination of which shows that two equations of (13), viz.

xk{2ir) = xk(0), and x'k(2-n-) = x'k(0), ave a consequence of the other 4A — 2

equations.    Hence equations (13) become

(a) 0 = ei(l —cos2ai7r) + /i-X£0+ eiTi( — sin 2qi-jr)

+ /£ {An,X^ + e,X™ + », X% + rfX% } + ■ ■ •,

(6) 0 = et(q( sin 2qiir) + pX'i¡a + e^q21 - cos 2qiir)

+ /f {AnfX% + e}XZ + »,X% + TfX%} +■■-

(63) (. = !,• -,*-!),

(c) 0 = A7i;(2ai7r) + ei(2sin 2a¡7r) + pWi¡0+ e4T4(2?il -~coa2qi-ir)

/=k

/=i

+ p£ {An,W$ + e,WZ + co,W% + t,W%} + ■--,

(d) 0=et(- 2qil - cos 2qi-rr) + p W'i<ís + *t4(j¡ sin 2ai7r)

+ /£ {An, WQ + e, W% + co, W% + r, W$¡ +■■-,

where

Xi,0 = x<(0;27r)-a;í(0;0),..., W'i:0 = w¡(0; 2-rr) - w'((0 ; 0),

XV=Xi(f; 2-rr)-xi(f; 0), ■••, W'$= w¡(f; 2-k) - w\(f; 0),
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and the X'-f,, (j = 1, 3,4), etc., are constants whose values will not be needed

here.

While the determinant of the linear terms of the An, e¿, »4, and rt in (63)

is zero ; yet, when qk is not an integer, solutions of (63) (c) and (d) exist for the

At>\ and ei as power series in p and the co. and t¿. Properties of the series (63),

similar to (19), are easily established, which show that the solutions for the A^

and e¿, and also the series obtained by substitution of these solutions into (63)

(a) and (6), carry p as a factor. After this substitution and a division by p,

(63) (a) and (6) become

(a) o-xm + ^tt;,+|:{*/[x^+v|:F'^]

(64) +t/[x&+4<;)] }+-.

(6) 0-^M+2(l_oo«2?4*)^»+^pL   ^ + 2(l-eo»%4lr)^J

+ T \~x,w +_sin 2gi7r_ TF'(4) 1 1 + t     g'^8     + ...
+ T/|_^i,/ + 2(l-cos2ai.7r) ^^J j+Ti 1-008 2»^ +

The constant term in (64a) vanishes, since, for a,f not an integer, no relation

(22) holds; the constant term in (646) reduces to — 2qiCi 0. If any of the

Ci 0 are distinct from zero, (64) are not satisfied by o)¿ = t¡ = /t = 0 ; hence

w. and t4 do not exist as holomorphic functions of p vanishing with p, or

periodic orbits of the type sought do not exist. The necessary condition for

periodicity, viz., that the Ci0 vanish, is, by (27),

771=00

(65) Yl'B..YiEm(ei.)ainm(X.-Xi) = 0 («-1, ■• -, *).
j 771 = 1

Of these A equations in the quantities X (j = 1, ■ ■ ■, A — 1 ), one is evidently

a consequence of the others ; for, before Xk is put equal to zero, the jacobian of

the C¡0 with respect to the X, (i — 1, ■■ •, k; j = 1, ■ • -, A) is identically zero.

If particular values be assigned to all, save one, of the X , the last \ can still

be given an infinitude of values for which any one Ct 0 is distinct from zero ;

hence (65) impose very special conditions upon the X.. Whether there are any

sets of \'s, other than multiples of 7r, which satisfy (65) is here left unsettled;

it will, however, be shown that there are no others " in the vicinity of " multiples

of 7T, provided a be sufficiently small.

If the Ci¡0 are developed as power series in the X — J.ir (J. = 0, 1),

the coefficients of the linear terms are simply [öCJi0/ßX.]A  ,,   .    Evidently,
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from (27),

*i/T,mK(eij)coam(J/-Ji)'"> /+*»
m=l

m

-T.'sij'E>m-Em(eif)C0Bm(Jj-Ji)7r>    /-*»
j m=l

Denoting by Sv the coefficient of Xf in the ith equation of (65), and introduc-

ing a by (34), the Sv are obtained as power series in a. From (27') it is found

that the lowest exponent of a present in S^ is (f—i) if/<¿, and 4(f—i) if

f>i. Hence, of all the Sif (f< i), SiX carries the lowest power of a, viz.,

the (1 — i)th ; and of all the Si/(f>i), <Sf,i+i carries the lowest, viz., the 4th.

Consequently, if a(1-,) be removed as a factor from all the Sv (f= 1, ■ • -, A—1),

a determinant Ar is obtained which is equal to the determinant of the coefficients

Sv multiplied by a power of a ; and, in the ith row of A7, all elements save

those of the first and ith columns begin with a power of a. The discussion of

A4 applies also to A, ; showing that, for a sufficiently small, A7 + 0.

Since this determinant is distinct from zero, there exist quantities A,

(f= 1, • • •, A — 1 ) such that equations (65 ) are not satisfied for any values of

the X/, for which | Xf — Jfir | < A,.

In considering the general question of the existence of any sets of the X sat-

isfying (65), if it be assumed for the moment that orbits of type III exist, and

the method of construction be examined, equations related to (65) are encoun-

tered. Thus, in finding the second order terms, the Hff2 must be made to van-

ish, and these involve the Xf. In order that the A equations, H^{ = 0, be sat-

isfied by the A — 1 quantities dfx (i = 1, ■ • -, k — l),it is necessary that A

determinants vanish, each of which involves Fourier series in the X —Xr

When qk is an integer, somewhat different difficulties arise in the existence

proof ; the same difficulty is, however, encountered in the construction. While

a general negative conclusion is not yet warranted, it is evident that if any

orbits of type III exist, they must satisfy very special conditions.

In every case, however, periodic orbits of the type sought do not exist if (22)

holds.

§ 11.  Concerning lacunary space».

The relation (22) may be expressed in the form J(pf—pg)=p +qk; hence

this relation can hold only if qk is an integer. But the converse holds true only

when A = 2. For example, in the following selection qk is an integer but no

relation (22) holds ;

(66)    L ̂   J-"
L a\ J.I A,=Ji7r
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When A = 2, (22) always holds * when qk is an integer ; for, since

q2(px — 0)/Pi = 0 + q2, the relation holds if q2/px is an integer. If j»x =4= 1,

the period of the finite system is a multiple of that of the infinitesimal system ;

but no such orbits exist.

Since nkT= 2qkir, the case qk an integer is the one where the consecutive

conjunctions of the infinitesimal system occur at the same absolute longitude.

And since, by taking Tf to be the synodic period of the two infinitesimal satel-

lites Mr and M,

n T, = n -,
9/9       9 n _ n

f       9

it follows that, when (22) holds, the consecutive conjunctions of the infinitesimal

pair Mf and M occur all in the same absolute longitude.

Moreover, since all the wi vanish at the beginning and end of each period, all

the " grand conjunctions " of the finite system occur at the same longitudes as

those of the infinitesimal system, and intermediate conjunctions of any finite

pair occur at very nearly the same longitudes as those of the corresponding

infinitesimal pair.

These facts suggest a physical reason for the non-existence of periodic orbits

under certain circumstances. The greater part of the mutual disturbances of

two bodies occurs while they are near conjunction ; and, if the consecutive grand

conjunctions occur at exactly the same longitude, the perturbations of the ele-

ments would tend to be cumulative. Nevertheless, if there be more than two

bodies, the mutual disturbances may so balance each other as to yield periodic

orbits, especially if the bodies be far apart (i. e., a sufficiently small), unless (22)

holds. But if two bodies have conjunctions between the grand conjunctions, all

occurring very near the same longitude, the other bodies can not counterbalance

the large perturbations of the two.

More exactly, there exists a range of values of the masses and the e{, includ-

ing zero, for which periodic orbits are impossible ; so that, unless the orbits for

p = 0 are eccentric rather than circular, there are for small values of p no peri-

odic plane orbits of A satellites when (22) holds.

So far as this result extends, it would indicate that no asteroids would be

found, whose periods compared to Jupiter's are in the ratios \, |, |, etc. Those

whose periods are nearly in any such ratio should be found to be subject to

very great perturbations.

It is well known that lacunary spaces of the sort just mentioned do occur

among the asteroids. That there are such spaces also when the ratio of the

periods is |, and other such values, is not surprising, as in such a case the

* In Poikcaré'b discussion of the problem of three bodies, therefore, the case where 5* is an

integer and (22) does not hold can not arise.
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slightest deviation  from the correct initial values destroys periodicity, there

being Poisson terms in the solutions.

§ 12.   Jupiter's satellites I, II and III.

Of Jupiter's longer known satellites, the innermost three move almost exactly

in a plane, apparently in periodic orbits having symmetrical conjunctions ; and

their masses with respect to that of the planet are very small. Since for orbits

of type I the increase of the longitude of Mi during a period is independent of p,

being equal to n T^the average angular velocity of each satellite for a period

may be taken as the corresponding n.

The unit of time being the sidereal day, and the unit of mass, the mass of

Jupiter, the observational data are : *

X1=7T, X2 = 0,

(67)   if, = 0.000017, M2 = 0.000023,

nx = 203°.48895528, n2 = 101°.37472396,

X3 = 0,

3f. = 0.000088,

7i3 = 50°.31760833.
Since

51°.05711565,       n2 - n, - 51°.05711563,

it follows that the n of (67) satisfy, far beyond observational accuracy, the

equations (2), where v — 51°.05711564. Taking arbitrarily /t = .0001, one

obtains

ßx = .ll, ß2 = .2B,

(68)

£, = .88,

q3 = . 985516077,

•ka = T>

log aM = 1.79719354.

Pi = 3, p2 = 1,

^12=7T+2t, </>13 = 7T + 3t,

log a]2 = 1.79825923,     log a13 = Ï.59545277,

It seems desirable, however, to retain the /8's in the computations, inasmuch as

a new determination of the masses may render it necessary to use other values

than those given above.    The B  are then given by :

ft Si Si

log f - 0.7974876,   log -g = 0.9992284,"2 Pi

(69)

log^ = 0.7964219,

losf = 0.3918747, log I? = 0.1901339, log f= 0.3929403.

Using the values of a„ given in (68) the Fm( e;.) and Gm(e..) are readily obtained

from the tables of coefficients given by Leverrier.j    To obtain the Dffx and

* Tissbeand, Traité de Mécanique Céleste, vol. 4, p. 2.

tAnnales de l'Observatoire de Paris.    (Mémoires) V. 2.   Suppl.
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E<$ of (44), equations (43) may be written

< x + 2?*<i + Z' h¿ fffj 8in rncbj, = 0,
j 7»=1

(TO) _ (i = l,..-,*),

< i - 2?i< i - Sqixit, + a2& + £' S« È *TJ cos "•*• = ° '
j ni=0

where

¿7<»=i + K,(^-2^o), i<TJ = f(^+i-^.-i)    (*+D,

F$ä = l + K[2«v^-(^+2^o)], V?}= | [2a,A; - (i^+l +AU,)]
(m + 1).

Then : for to = a prime, Df¡ = U$ and Xft = V$ ; D2m)x-Uf¡, #$- V2m¡ ;

Dfffi = 2?$ = 0. Similarly, for to = 2A, where A is prime, Dffx and Exm\ involve

only U[% and Ff,-; A™i and E2m¡ involve both fTf, and U'2% V?\ and F$;

2*$ and Eg> involve only £7$ and V$ ; etc.

In obtaining the successive A<£l and B¡fn from (52), the smallest divisor

introduced is 1 — q\, or 0.02875806. This divisor decreases materially the

effectiveness of the small value of p ; nevertheless, the terms above those of the

second order seem rather insignificant, and will not be computed here.

From the xi given below the r4 are to be obtained by multiplying by the at,

and from the wi the v. are obtained by adding the n.t, whose values depend

upon the values of the gravitational constant and of Jupiter's mass. The fol-

lowing values are found for the x{1(t) and wiX(r):

x, ,(t) = (.33333/S1-.07237/S2-.0l231,S3) - .44852/S2 cos 2t- .08224/S3 cos 3t

- 94.43952/92cos4t + (.38582/32- .09643/93) cos 6t- .11181/32cos 8t

+ .01380/33 cos 9t + .04361»S2 cos 10t - (.0l930/32 + .00312ß3) cos 12t

+ .00743/S2 cos 14t + .00083/33 cos 15t - .00457/32 cos 16t

+ (.00235Ö2-.00024#,) cos 18t -.00124/32 cos 20t +.00007/3, cos 2 It

+ .00067»S2 cos 22t - (.00036/32 + .00002/33) cos 24t

+ .00020»52 cos 26t + .00001/33 cos 27t - .0001l/S2 cos 28t

+ .00006/32 cos 30t - .00004»32 cos 32t + .00002/32 cos 34t

- .00001/32 cos 36t + .00001/32 cos 38t + ....

wh x(t) = - .73709/32 sin 2t - .10042^ sin 3t - 94.32411/32 sin 4t

+ (.33625/32 - .08575/93) sin 6t - .08890/32 sin 8t + .01088/33 sin 9t

+ .03248/S2sin 10t- (.01368/32+.00227/33) sinl2T + .00576/32 sin 14t

+ .00057/3., sin 15t -.00302/32 sin 16t + (.00152»S2-.000l6,93) sin 18t

- .00078/32 sin 20t + .00005/33 sin 2It + .0004l/32 sin 22t
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- (.0002282+.0000l/8,) sin 24t + .00012/32 sin 26t- .00007£2sin 28t

+ .00004/32 sin 30t - .0000282 sin 32t + .000018, sin 34t

-.000018, sin 86t + ....

¡e, ,(t) = (.49162/3, + .33333/32 - .0715983) - .4961683 cos t

- (65.88537/3, + 54.22316/S3) cos 2t - .4227883cos 3t

+ (.47648/3, - ,11992/33) cos 4t - .0460183 cos 5t

- (.11925/3, + .02011/SS) cos 6t - .00946/33 cos 7t

+ (.04236/3, - .0046783) cos 8t - .0023883 cos 9t

- (.01756/3, + .00l25/33) cos 10t - .00067/83 cos 11t

+ (.00831/3, - .00036/33) cos 12t - ,00020/33 cos 13t

- (.00382/3, + .00011/33) cos 14t- .00006/8, cos 15t

+ (.00191/3, - .000048,) cos 16t - .00002/S3cos 17t

- (.00098)3, + .00001/8,) cos 18t - .0000l/33 cos 19t

+ .000528, cos 20t - .000288, cos 22t + .00015/3, cos 24t

- .000088, cos 26t + .000058, cos 28t - .000038, cos 30t

+ .00001/3, cos 32t - .00001/3, cos 34t + .00001/3, cos 36t ■ • -.

w2 ,(t) =.831198s sin r + (64.532l5/3, - 54.0534383) sin 2t - .358328, sin St

- (.32599/3, + .092048,) sin 4t - .0330283 sin 5t

+ (.071048, - .0137483) sin 6t - ,0062383 sin 7t

- (.02363/3, + .0029883) sin 8t- .00152/3, sin 9t

+ (.009458, - .0007683) sin 10t- .00040/3, sin 11t

- (.004258, + .OOO2I83) sin 12t - .000128, sin 13t

+ (.001738, - .0000683) sin 14t- .0000483sin 15t

- (.000988, + .0000283) sin 16t - .00001/3, sin 17t

+ (.000508, - .0000183) sin 18t - .00026/3, sin 20t

+ .000148, sin 22t - .00008/3, sin 24t + .00004/8, sin 26t

- .000028, sin 28t + .00001/8, sin 30t — .00001/3, sin 32t + • • ••

», ,(t) = (.378798, + .4903882 + .33333/3,) + 87.6729682 cos t

+ .521868,cos 2t - (.64483/8, - .1277082) cos 3t + .044618,cos 4t

+ .018268,cos 5t+ (.01205/3, + .008198,) cos 6t + .0038982 cos 7t

+ .0019382 cos 8t - (.002248, - .0009982) cos 9t + .000528, cos 10t

+ .000288, cos 11t + (.000538, + .000l5/32) cos 12t

+ .00008/32cos 13t+.000058, cos 14t- (.000148,-.000038,) cos 15t

+ .00001/3, cos 16t + .00001/8, cos 17t + .000048, cos 18t

-.00001/3, cos 2 It + •••.
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w, ,(T)-85.532338, sin t - .34477/32 sin 2t - (.113208, + .073798,) sin 3t

- .023778, sin 4t - .009398, sin 5t - (.005358, + .004138,) sin 6t

- .001958, sin 7t - .000968, sin 8t + (.000998, - .00049/3,) sin 9t

- .00025/3, sin 10t - .00014/3, sin 1 It - (.000238.+.000078,) sin 12t

- .000048, sin 13t - .00002/3, sin 14t + (.000068,-.000018,) sin 15t

- .000018, sin 16t - .000028, sin 18t + .000018, sin 21t + • • •.

Since the second order terms carry the factor p2, they need not be obtained

accurate to as many decimals ; but almost as many multiples of t are necessary.

The xi2 and wi2 [which are to be multiplied by .0001, if compared with

the above terms] are :

xx,,(t) = ( - .18? + 20.98,82 - .28,8, - 15.1/32 + 12.28,/33) - 60.48,8, cos r

+ ( 687.28,/3, - 85.3/S2 + 243.78,83) cos 2t + (1.38,8, - -48,8,

- 1.282) cos 3t + (49138.28,£, - 7844.082 + 20059.1828,) cos 4t

+ 10.38,8, cos 5t- (228.2/3,8, - .6ßxß3 + 22.582 + 171.38,83) cos 6t

+ 9.88,83 cos 7t + (67.28,/3, + 4475.5$ + 50.28,8,) cos 8t

-(.68,83-5.9/S28,+.882)cos9t-(27.95,/3,+4.082+19.38283)cos10t

+ 2.48,8, cos 11t + (12.88,8, + 25.5/S2 + 14.28,8,) cos 12t

- 1.98,8, cos 13t - (6.48,8, + 13.282 + 8.38,8,) cos 14t

- .18,8, cos 15t + (3.7/8,8, + 8.082 + 4.98,8,) cos 16t + .28A008 17t

- (1.9/3,8, + 4.582 + 2.4/3,8,) cos 18t - .38,8,cos 19t + (1.0/3,/3,

+ 2.7/S2 + 1.28,ß3) cos 20t - (.68,/8, + 1.68,2 + .68,8,) cos 22t

+ (.38,8, +1.082 + .48283) cos 24t - (.2/3,8, + .6/S2 + .38,8,) cos 26t

+ (.1/3,8, + .48' + .2/3283) cos 28t - (.18,8, + .2/32 + .l/3,83) cos 30t

+ .282 cos 32t - .18, cos 34t + • • •.

m>1>2(t)= 466.48,83 sin t - (2409.08,8, - 271.282 + 892.88,/33) sin 2t

- (3.08,ß2 - -98,£3 - 3.382) sin 3t - (97989.68,8,- 15618.982

+ 40019.6/3,ß3) sin 4t - 7.08,^3 sin 5t + (351.8/3,8, - .98,83

+ 28.082 + 262.68,83) sin 6t + (.28,2 -18.68,8,) sin 7t- (89.68,8,

+ 7818.48' + 66.88,8,) sin 8t+ (.6/3,8, - 5.48,8, + .7/32) sin 9t

+ (33.68,8, + 10.482 + 19.2ß'2ß3) sin 10t - 2.8/3,/S3 sin 11t

- (14.48,8, + B4.2ß22 + 16.Bß2ß3) sin 12t + 2.88,8, sin 3t

+ (7.18,/3, + 17.282 + 9.18,8,) sin 14t + .1/8,5, sin 15t - (3.98,/S,

+ 9.582 + 5.5/3,83) sin 16t - .38,8, sin 17t + (2.08,5, + 5.1$

+ 2.5/3,8,) sin 18t + .28,8, sin 19t - ( 1.18,8, + 8.1/9»

+ 1.38,8,) sin 20t - .18,8, sin 21t + (.68,82 + 2.082
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+ .78,8,) sin 22t - (.38,8, + 1.18? + .5/8,83) sin 24t + (.28,8,

+ .lß\ + .38,8,) sin 26t - (.18,8, + Aß22 + .28,8,) sin 28t

+ .2/3, sin 30t - . 1$ sin 32t + . ■..

x2í2(t) = (2770.28? - 17.08,ß2 - .2ß\ + 4730.0$$ + 27.98,8, - 6.9$)

- (289.28,8, + 757.48,8, + 74.981) cos t + (46102.68?

- 31911.68,8, + 17666.48,8, + 41787.2/3,8, -16064.08, ) cos 2t

+ (141.98,8, - 29.98,8, + 170.2$) cos 3t + (519.3/3? - 51.88,82

+ 4573.98,8, + 92.98283 + 992.182) cos 4t + (35.58,8, + 38.68,8,

+ 35.1$) cos 5t + (64.38? + 36.88,8, + 41.88,8, + 17.98,83

+ 10.9$) cos 6t + (4.28,8, + 8.48,$ + 7.7$) cos 7t - (22.8$

+ 26.1$$ + 16.7$83 - 1.5$$ - 1.4$) cos 8t + (.7$83

+ 2.3$$ + 2.4$) cos 9t + ( 9.5$ + 15.4$$ + 9.6$$ + 1.2$83

+ 1.6823)cos10t + (.4$83+ -8$ 8, + .9$ ) cos 1 It-(5.0$ + 8.0$$

+ 5.0$83 - -4828, - .68,) cos 12t + (.28,8, + -3$) cos 13t

+ (2.8$ + 5.3$$ + 2.9$$ + .2$$+ .2$) cos 14t + (.18,$

+ .181) cos 15t - (lAßl + 3.0$$ + 1.6$8, - .1$) cos 16t

+ .181 cos 17t+ (.8$ + 1.8$$ + .9$$) cos 18t- (.58? + 1.0$$

+ .5$$) cos 20t + (.3$ + .8$$ + .3$$) cos 22t - (.28?

+ .6$$ + .2$$) cos 24t + (.1$ + .4$ $ + .1$8,) cos 26t

- (.18? + .2$$ + .1$$) cos 28t + .l$82cos 30t + . •..

w2,2(t)=( 1229.4$$ + 2487.182$ + 327.481) sin t- (91766.98?

- 63695.3$$ + 35062.78,$ + 83097.48,$ - 21988.481) sin 2t

- ( 170.3$$ - 112.68,$+ 254.08?)sin 3t + (1161.58? + 53.38,82

- 4555.3$83 - 125.8$8, - 1730.8$) sin 4t - (35.4$8,

+ 49.0$$ + 52.2$) sin 5t - (84.2$ + 48.0$$ + 47.5$$

+ 21.3$$ + 13.5$) sin 6t - (3.7$8, + 9.682$ + 9.6$) sin 7t

+ (26.7$ + 22.4$$+ 17.9$$- 3.6$$- 3.6$ ) sin 8t - (.8$8,

+ 2.6$$ + 3.081) sin 9t-(10.6$ + 13.2$$+ 9.8$$ + 1.4$$

+ 1.881) sin 10t - (-5$$ + -88,$ + 1.1$) sin 11t + (4.9$

+ 7.4$$ + 4.7$$-5$$- .681)sinl2T-(.3$$ + -3$) sin 13t

- (2.6$ + 4.5$ 8, + 2.7$8, + -2$8,+ -2$) sin 14t - .182, sin 15t

+ (1.4$ + 2.7$$ + 1.4$$ - .1$) sin 16t - (.78? + 1.6$$

+ .9$$) sin 18t+ (.4$ +.9$$ + .5$$) sin 20t - (.3$ + .6$$

+ .3$$) sin 22t + (.28? + .4$$ + .28,8,) sin 24t- (.1$ +.3$$

+ .l$8,)sin26T + .l$82sin28T+....
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xm(t) = (.3$-69.8$83 + 5126.0$ -202.48283-10.0$)-(82613.5$$

+ 7650.0$8, + 553.6$+36924.0$ $-6499.0$) cos t+(18.2$$

- 84.5$8, + 1144.6$ - 182.5$8, - 25.7$) cos 2t + (.4$

- 28.4$$ + 7.7$$ - 44.0$ - 67,0$8, - 11.8/8* ) cos 3t

- ( 20.3$ 82 + 9.1$ $ + 7.5$ + 23.8$ $ + 11.6$ ) cos 4t

- (5.5$82+ 4.2$ 8,+ 2.7$ + 11.1$8,+ 4.8$) cos 5t - (.1$

+ .5$$ + 1.9$$ + 1.3$ + 5.2$$ + 4.2$) cos 6t - (15.98,$

+ 1.0$ $ + .6$ + 3.0$$ + 2.381 ) cos 7t + ( 1.0$ $

- .6$$ - .381 - 1.682$- 1-3$) cos 8t - (.1$$ + .4$$ + 1$

+ .9$$ + .7$) cos 9t- (.7$$ + .1$$ + .5$8, + .1$

+ .481) cos 10t - (-3$$ + •!$$ + .1$ + -3$$ + .3$) cos 11t

- (.2$$ + .2$) cos 12t + (.2$$ - .1$$ - .1$) cos 13t

+ (.1$$ - .1$$ - .1$) cos 14t - .1$82 cos 16t + • • ..

m»m(t)=(163608.6$$ + 15078.4$83 + 1357.9$ + 72947.9$$

- 12809.7$) sin r + (25.6$ 82 + 83.2$$+ 1791.2$ + 204.182$

+ 25.3$) sin 2t + (.1$ + 57.4$$ - 5.1$$ + 82.3$ + 64.4$$

+ 7.8$) sin 3t - (6.7$$ - 4.5$$ - 24.2*81 + 18.0$$

+ 5.7$) sin 4t + (8.2$$ + 1.7$$ + 9.1$ + 8.6$$

+ 1.9$) sin5t + (1.8$$ + .7$$ + 4.9$ + 4.1$$

+ 1.4$) sin 6t - (.8$82 - -3$ 8, - 2.4$ - 2.7$8,- .7$) sin 7t

- (.58,$ - .1$$ - 1-4$ - 1.5$$ - .3$) sin 8t + (.3$$

+ .1$$ + -7$ + .9$8, + -2$) sin 9t + (.68,$ + .4$ + .6$$

+ .1$) sin 10t + (.3$$ + .3$ + .3$$ + .1$ ) sin 11t

+ (.l$$ + .2$ + .2$$)sinl2T-(.l$$-.181-.l$8,)sinl3T

+ (.1$$ + .181 + -1/8,$ ) sin 14t + .1$8, sin 15t + .1$$ sin 16t

+ ••••

The above coefficients, when multiplied by the proper powers of p, give the

values of the coordinates, so far as they depend upon the terms of the first and

second orders, accurate to nine decimal places. Which places would be affected

by terms of higher orders cannot be definitely stated without information as to

(1) whether the series (40) converge for p = .0001, and (2) how rapidly they

converge. Although the question of convergence for this value has not yet been

answered, it is not improbable that the radius of convergence, whose existence

has been proved above, is greater than .0001.


